
Part 1 

TOWN HALL MEETING EVALUATION

$10 MILLION OF UNEEDED CHANGES 
 

We attended the $150,000 dollar staging of what we thought would be the wrap-up of the 

March 31st 2019 “$8 Million Dollar Dazzle”. Surprisingly it turned into a “$10 Million Dollar 

Spectacular”.  Thank you Board, for recording the entire meeting.  A first, it should become 

standard practice.  The recorded meeting is to be aired on the club website.  

Recording gives members the opportunity to deliberate in their homes, sensing if there is 
value and need of the $10 million dollar pageant.  The cost to each member includes the 
continuation of a $1200 assessment to have ended in 2020. It was for financing of the golf 
beautification program.  The increased dues will cost each member $4200 per year tax 
included.  In Part II we will go into those details. 
 

Away from the Town Hall Meeting clutter gives time for re-evaluating. Once the facts and 

figures are posted we can make the decision if we want to vote or reject the new venture. 

Members in touch with us could not understand how the board supported a 180 degree turn-

around from 8 years ago and approve a “sterile” look.  Members questioning “Ines Ferrari’s” 

designs had their “displeasure” fall on deaf ears.  Ferrari’s client list includes no Country Clubs 

whatsoever.  Ferrari’s presence and Zucker defending her board approved and paid for designs 

made dissent difficult. The failed “discourses” ended dissent by other attendees.  Delaire’s 

Board does not like any dissent whatsoever and quickly moves to silence those who would 

dare to speak out.  Instead of disputing designs at the meeting, they brought their anguish to 

our attention, asking us to post mentioned concerns on the Website. In this writing, we are 

providing those requested concerns, making “FALSE NEWS” out of Zucker’s remark that the 

Web is only negative. The feelings are that “Ferrari’s” designs for our Club House, dining room, 

card rooms and restrooms lost the character of a club.  Members don’t want to exchange the 

club look into the looks of a “Hospital” or assisted living condo.  The present appearance of 

our clubhouse is beautiful and laidback, like a club should be. The board went astray approving 

the designs, ridding us of the furnishings they approved just 8 years ago, a total waste and 

unneeded expense. Taking on the look of part Hospital, assisted living condo and office 

complex, Ferrari’s designs lost the club atmosphere. The new designs reverse the comfortable 

mood of an exclusive club, only 8 years old. Why fix something that is not broken? With all of 

the pleasantness of 8 years ago, we have not been successful bringing aboard an abundance of 

new full dues paying members with initiation fees.  We attracted 120 non-residents who only 
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pay HALF DUES and NO INITIATION FEES, hurting our property values and our bottom line. 

This $10 million dollar change, even if it improved our look, which it will not, will never 

accomplish what was promised.  We were told 8 years ago that the investment in a new 

clubhouse would increase our property values.  Instead, property values have declined, 

because we took in non-residents at BARGAIN RATES WITHOUT INITIATION FEES.  We believe 

if we go through with the $10 million dollar debt it will make it even worse due to the 

increased dues and more debt.  

It is not the Club House or the facilities or the “so called negative website” that keeps new 

resident members from buying and joining Delaire. It’s a combination of Mandatory 

Membership and “Half dues paying Non-resident members without initiation fees that killed 

our home sales”.  Policy changes, not Club House changes will “increase resident 

membership”.  Removing mandatory membership and leveling the dues for all members will 

bring about the needed changes.  Those changes should have been studied before we make a 

new $10 million dollar investment. Newer management styles, inviting professional 

managers to explain why they succeed bringing lower dues and higher property values to 

their clients. Those plans were in order.  Not hiring new consultants and spending $150,000 

to stage a Town Hall meeting.  Zucker’s reply to a member during the Town Hall meeting 

asking why we don’t equalize the Non-Resident dues with Resident dues showcases his 

ineptness stating:  “We are on top of the market. Are we willing to gamble losing non-resident 

members by raising their dues”?  Our answer is “ABSOLUTELY YES”!  It will improve our 

bottom line, increase property values and encourage, not discourage buying homes at Delaire.  

Spending $10 million dollars hoping to improve our property values “is the greater gamble”.  

It did not work the last time why repeat a “FAILED” program?  

The board used Addison Reserve, Hunters Run, Mizner and High Ridge as samples for what is 

needed to keep members happy campers. These clubs have twice our membership.  Member 

assessments due to their density is affordable. They can have a lot more than we can afford. 

What they don’t have is the “Step-up and Play Anytime Feature” which we have lost on top of 

all else. At Delaire, the “COPY-CAT MENTALITY” of board members brings about decisions for 

improvements which raise dues to our small full paying dues membership and it becomes 

unsustainable with time.  Delaire Governance brings to light recklessness; we can’t make 

these things up. 

Questions were asked about changes and timing of the rebuilding, few about the costs, and 

none about the impact of a new $3000 per year 10% increase. Our sponsor made a short 

appeal as to the $3000 dues increase creating another round of abandonments. He cited that 
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we were already down to 282 from 326 mandatories with more to come due to the 10% 

increased dues. Zucker disputed the official numbers of 282 with the comment that our 

Website is the problem being nothing but negative. He mentioned the negativity several times 

during the presentation. The response he got was that the Website is not negative it is the 

“LOYAL OPPOSITION”, most appreciated in all democratic countries. 

During Hovanec’s explanation of the funding of the $10 million dollar Hoax, he explained that 

the debt of the golf enhancement funding is “fully paid as of 2020”.  We will continue to owe 

the bank over $7 million dollars into the future. The funding of the additional $10 million will 

only add $213 per month if we keep the same payments we now make continuous for another 

six years. That increases our dues on “the first look” $3000 per year with tax, a 10% increase 

for the year.  

On the “second and more complete look” the true cost of the HOAX is much more expensive 

to the membership which was not detailed as we are doing now. $10 million dollar Hoax 

makes it necessary to continue payments of the $1200 for all members already paying for the 

golf enhancement in November & December of $600. The continuation of the $200,000 

withdrawal from the capital improvement fund yearly for another six years which was to be in 

use only for six years. The entire membership would have gotten a reduction of $1200 in dues 

and for the 282 mandatory members the 200,000 withdrawal would add $7092 to their credit. 
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